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Headteacher’s Message
2020-21: A Year to Celebrate and Remember
It seems strange to give my end of year newsletter piece this title, particularly given that
for many families this has been a year to remember for all the wrong reasons and maybe
even a year to forget. However, I am certain that our school ends this academic year in a
much stronger and significantly improved position than we entered it and therefore for us,
this really has been a year to celebrate and remember. Given the fact that we have been
operating in a constantly changing and highly volatile educational landscape; it is
remarkable that our school has been able to improve and thrive. This improvement really
is testament to our students and our staff, who have worked tirelessly together and for
this, I am extremely grateful to and proud of every single one of them.
Since the COVID-19 outbreak began, we have deliberately taken the default position of
considering how we can continue to deliver the best experience for our students, despite
the pandemic. Our question to ourselves is always: in these circumstances, what can we do for our students? I hope that
your child(ren) have been able to 'Join In' with some of the fantastic opportunities offered by our staff. We believe that
what happens outside the classroom is just as important as what happens inside it, particularly as we recover from the
pandemic.
Next year, our focus will be on further developing consistently excellent teaching in every classroom, every day, for
every student, through our coaching model for teachers. We are also excited to work with our students on building as
many positive relationships with adults and other young people and on their punctuality to lessons. Finally, we are
determined to continue to tackle all forms of bullying, harassment and discrimination in and around our community. This
work will include a robust response to Ofsted's excellent research into sexual harassment and sexual violence amongst
young people. We all have a duty to keep all children safe and this is a responsibility that all members of the Holyrood
community commit to wholeheartedly. We are determined to say 'not here', even though we know that issues of
discrimination and harassment are national issues, but this takes for us all to actively report these issues when we come
across them. More on this work in September.
Unfortunately, this time of year always means that we say goodbye to some of our staff who leave us to pursue new
opportunities. I am delighted that many of the colleagues leaving us move to promoted posts with some of those across
our Trust family of schools. We say goodbye and thank you to the following staff:
Mrs Elder (English) | Mrs da Costa (D&T) | Miss Cameron-Mitchell (Geography) | Mrs King (Science)
Mr Bates (Maths) | Mr Bond (D&T) | Mrs Stuttaford (MFL) | Mr Ingrams (SEMH Intervention Lead)
Mrs Heale (Display Technician)
I must end by thanking you, our students' parents and carers, for your unwavering support and trust this year, during
what has been a really unsettling time for families. I have appreciated your honesty with us when things are going well and
when they are not. Please do continue to contact me directly, or via your child's Head of Year, if there are issues you
would like to discuss or let me know about - good or otherwise. We are committed to doing the very best job we can
for your children and so your feedback is invaluable to us.
I wish you all a restful, joyful summer with plenty of opportunities to connect as a family. If there is anything you need
over the summer break or you fall upon more difficult times, please contact us and we will support you.
I am excited to see our students excel again in September and I hope that their achievements documented in these pages
brighten the start of your summer. Please do remind them that in September, it is even more important to
Work Hard, Be Kind, Join In!
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Mr David MacCormick
Headteacher
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A Final Word...from your Year Head
YEAR 7
When I reflect on the past year, I feel an enormous sense of pride for the resilience, stoicism and courage that my year group
have shown. A huge thank you to our tutor team in Year 7 who have worked tirelessly to ensure the wellbeing of their
tutees. Not only did these students have to endure lockdown in their final year of primary school but also in their first year at
Holyrood. Starting secondary school is scary at the best of times, but doing so under these circumstances has challenged even
the most confident of students and yet, they have all done so and in my view, they have all succeeded tremendously. So many
have demonstrated my core values of ‘Work Hard, Be Kind, Join In’ and several have won ‘The Carlile Cup’ for exceeding in
those principles. As a result, they have joined me at the end of term for a breakfast of croissant, pain au chocolat, hot
chocolate, orange juice and bacon rolls to show my appreciation.

Carlile Cup winners L-R: Elsie Hine, Tilly Butterworth, Matthew Wells-Burr, Sophie Bowditch, Milosz Gajewski
There have also been some real sporting triumphs this year, not to mention our big ‘It’s a Knockout’ competition’ where the
whole of year 7 took part and Brendon were the overall winners. The space hopper race was extremely competitive!
Next year, I am thrilled to say that I shall be moving up with the year group. Personally, I felt that my students needed that
consistency and having built a relationship with so many of you during these difficult times, I am really looking forward to
actually meeting you face-to-face for things like parents evenings and celebration assemblies. I am extremely excited to be
taking my year group through the school and we shall continue to work on those key morals where showing compassion for
others and celebrating out diversity by ‘Being Kind’ to one another will have an even bigger focus. Moving in to year 8 is also
the time to be changing gear and seriously considering their own academic aspiration. Giving 100% in all of their lessons is
essential; ‘Working Hard’ and doing their very best in order to give themselves the best life opportunities is paramount to
those all-important next steps after Holyrood. ‘Joining In’ the various lunch and after-school clubs will enrich their school
experience and who knows, we may have a future Olympian, Prime Minister or Oscar winner in our midst.
I am also already planning a big end of year trip where I hope to be taking them to London to experience our capital and all it
has to offer. As a former thespian myself – seeing a show is top of the list! More on that trip as the year progresses.
See you next year and enjoy the summer,
Mrs Carlile
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A Final Word...from your Year Head
YEAR 8
Wow! I can hardly believe that it’s the end of my first year and Year 8’s second year at Holyrood and what a year it has been.
We started our year in a bubble on the lower site, moved our bubble to the upper site, worked through another lockdown
and returned to our bubble. We’ve coped with masks, movement restrictions, isolations, changes to familiar routines and
increased expectations, we’ve managed practical subjects without practical work, socially-distanced PE and very limited extra
curricular activities. We have made the most of the opportunities such as the ‘It’s a Knockout’ competition and charities
week. Through all of this, Year 8 students have been agile in their response to the situation and continued to engage and
make good progress. I’ve been really impressed by the resilience and tenacity that so many of the year group have shown and
how much they have accomplished this year despite the challenges that they have faced. Next year we have lots to look
forward to, it is our Options year where we will make choices about the courses we will follow for our GCSEs and hopefully
there will be a return to normality with clubs, trips and enrichment activities.
This year I have watched the students in Year 8 mature from being children into young adults. I am sure that we all recognise
that there have been some struggles on the way but I can honestly say that I am proud of the year group and appreciative of
the support offered by the tutoring team who have done an amazing job over this year. I would like to take this opportunity
to say goodbye to Miss King and Miss Cameron-Mitchell both of whom have been fantastic tutors within the year team and I
wish them every success in their new roles. We will miss them.
When I applied for this job I said that my ambition was for the year group to leave in Year 11 as the most successful year
group the school has seen and I am committed to working with students, parents, teachers and support staff into making this
a reality and next year I will continue to support the students to work towards this goal and help them to realise their
potential.
Mrs Wall
YEAR 9
Firstly, I would like to say a huge thank you to all the students in Year 9, and the incredible team of teaching and support staff
who have made me feel incredibly welcome since I arrived at Holyrood in September. It has been a pleasure to get to know
you all over the last year. I have clearly been blessed with an exceptional year group; full of talent, kindness and a real can do
attitude!
Over the course of this year we have faced many challenges. The pandemic has caused multiple problems for school-aged
children up and down the country. What I found incredibly humbling was the way you rose to the challenge! The engagement
in work over that period was exceptional and I could not have been prouder of the work you all put in over those difficult
months. You showed courage and resilience which are two fantastic qualities to possess.
Since we have returned, Year 9s have gone from strength to strength. I have been so pleased with the number of students
participating in events such as ‘It’s a Knockout’ and the many sporting fixtures we have managed to secure. It has been great
to see many of our students representing the school in such a positive way; from boys and girls cricket, to rounders and
athletics competitions, we have made positive contributions in them all! We look forward to Sports Day on July 14th where I
am looking forward to seeing more Year 9 students testing themselves on the sports field.
As we near the end of our time in Year 9, it is important to begin to look to the future and towards Year 10, and the exciting
opportunities this will bring. You will of course begin your GCSE courses which we hope you will enjoy over the next two
years. We really are looking forward to supporting you all through this process to ensure you gain the qualifications you need
to progress in the next stage of your education.

I would like to wish you all a wonderful and restful summer, you have earned it! I look forward to welcoming you all back in
September, fully recharged, refreshed and ready to embrace new and exciting challenges ahead!
Mr Walker-Jones
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A Final Word...from your Year Head
YEAR 10
Having joined the year group at the start of Year 10, I have been on a steep learning curve, getting to put names to faces and
to find out about all of the amazing things that our Year 10 students are involved in. Despite the Spring term lockdown I now
truly feel part of a great team of staff and students that will be ready to come back in September to form Holyrood's Year 11.
One of the big focal points of Year 10 is normally work experience, unfortunately this needed to be cancelled this year. It was
therefore fantastic to see the students being able to experience various careers talks during the recent IMPACT day. I’m sure
that many of them now have a clearer idea as to the diversity of career paths that exist for them once they have completed
their GCSEs next summer.
Fortunately the restrictions have not stopped the students taking part in the DofE programme. It really is a fabulous
opportunity to gain skills and experiences that will stick with them for life. It has also been a privilege to drop in to the
prefect meetings and hear all of the fabulous ideas they have to make the Academy an even better place than it is today. They
really are a credit to themselves and their families.
The students’ main focus for Year 11 will be to work hard at their studies ensuring they have a strong set of GCSE grades in
a variety of subjects. This will give them the best possible life choices and mean they can confidently move on to the next
phase of their learning. School is also about developing into a young adult, so it is important that they continue to make the
most of everything the Academy has to offer. I look forward to working with the superb tutor team to support all of the
Year 10 students as they navigate their way through the next 12 months.
Mr Slinger

YEAR 11
Sadly the time has come to say “farewell” as the Head of Year 11.
The class of 2021 has been a truly remarkable class for so many reasons. It is with a tremendous amount of pride and
pleasure that I offer every member of my year group my congratulations on all your achievements at Holyrood as you reach
this key milestone in your life.
It has been Journey like no other! Brexit, Covid 19, no work experience and the cancelling of exams, so many milestones and
rites of passage taken away. It has been a first in my lifetime and I hope that it remains the last!
Year 11 was a fantastic group of people who had many successes, despite the highs and lows that the world presented them!
Having seen the emergence of great leaders, articulate public speakers, brilliant academics, amazing athletes, extraordinary
artists and outstanding performers, I am already confident that the future is in good hands. Whatever route they take in life
the most important thing to achieve is happiness!
Holyrood Academy has provided us with a very special, shared experience that is truly unique in the world. I hope that you
will all carry this experience with you wherever you go, and that you will use your memories of your time here to inspire you
as you take the next steps in your life.
I would like to thank everyone who has contributed towards thier success and more importantly thank Year 11. I always
thirst for learning and over the past 5 years they have offered just that. As Nelson Mandela once said and probably my
favourite quote:
“I never lose, I either win or I learn.”
I look forward to seeing many of them return in the Sixth Form next year, but whatever they decide to do, I wish them every
success and happiness. Do not be afraid of the challenges you will inevitably face, live your life fully and take on those
challenges. Be yourself.
To those of you I will see again - see you soon; to those of you who I will not see, perhaps for many years or ever again - stay
safe, be good and remember to say yes to experiences worth living and make the most of the moment!
Mr Reid
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Geography
The Geography department has been hard at work with projects and fieldwork this term, from Lyme Regis to Nepal, we
have been learning about them all! Please take some time to check out our department website for further information
and geography support at Holyrood: https://sites.google.com/gapps.holyroodacademy.com/holyroodgeography/ks4
Year 7
Through our topic of Restless Earth we have been learning about volcanoes and
earthquakes and why they occur. We were therefore able to run one of our favourite
competitions, the volcano model competition!

Well done to all the applicants who designed some fiery examples! Congratulations to
Charlotte Whiffin whose delicious creation has taken first prize! Enjoy your £10 Amazon
voucher!
Look out in the autumn term for more opportunities to enter our geography
competitions.

Year 8
The Geography of Crime was last term’s theme for Year 8. We learnt about how buildings and town design can lead to
an increase in unsocial behaviour in some towns and cities. This led us to discussing where Chard’s crime hotspots are
and what can be done to prevent further crimes happening here.
This term we have also been learning about contemporary geographical issues. We are following the enquiry process to
explore problems such as plastic pollution and COVID-19. We look forward to seeing the final presentations, highlighting
these issues, in the last few weeks of term!

Year 9
Conflict was the theme Year 9 studied after Easter. Delving into recent wars such as those in the Middle East, discovering
the factors which influence a conflict as well as the impacts they have on people. Some classes were able to explore these
through the Conflict Game which showed how conflict leads to poverty.

For the rest of the year we learnt about sustainable cities and
creating our own sustainable settlements based on cities like
Masdar in Abu Dhabi and settlements such as the London
Olympic village.
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Geography
Year 10
Year 10s’ resilience following lockdown has been admirable! They have returned with great focus and desire to get the
most out of every lesson. Well done and keep up the great work! This term we have been discovering the importance of
resources and the use of sustainable agriculture and fishing. It has been a real pleasure having our farming community at
Holyrood get involved in discussions about balancing sustainability and produce/yield. Learning about some of the
shocking methods of fishing and how damaging it can be to ocean ecosystems has given us all something to think about.
Just as a little further homework over summer we are recommending that geography students break up their social media
feeds with a little geography! Some of the best accounts to follow are @rgs_ibg (Royal Geographical Society),
@igeographers and @natgeo (National Geographic). Give them a follow to freshen up your screens, you may even learn
something new!
Year 11
We have sadly said goodbye to our GCSE cohort. Well done for sticking with it and working so hard despite the
disruptions. We are excited to welcome some of our Year 11 students to 6th Form geography in September and wish
everyone else good luck with their future endeavours!
6th Form

This term has been busy for Year 12 as they have started their independent fieldwork.
This has involved going to Lyme Regis and Exeter to
collect data that will be used in an investigation. We
were lucky enough to dodge the rain on all
fieldwork days!
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Duke of Edinburgh
BRONZE AWARD
I am pleased to report that 93 Year 9 students have been working hard at completing their skill,
physical and volunteering components, both during and after lockdown. Each week some amazing
photos detailing their activities have been uploaded to their accounts.
In Year 10, 33 students were successful in completing their expedition in early July with the delights of sun on one day and the
unseasonal mist and rain on the second day. The groups were all a delight to be with and demonstrated excellent camping
skills. Some had coped with a very quick turn around from isolating to a negative test result and in school within an hour and a
half to depart on time!
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Duke of Edinburgh
SILVER AWARD
For the first time Holyrood has two groups who have completed the Silver award, having moved on from the Bronze level
they have managed to complete all the components during lockdown and then had a hot weekend to complete their practice
expedition in the local area. The following weekend they travelled to Exmoor and experienced wilder terrain where navigation
skills were tested. I am pleased to report all 10 students were successful in completing three days walking with two nights
camping. Congratulations: Lily Farmer, Lily Winslade, Harriet Withers, Kizzie Hull, Heidi Warren, Isla Vincent, Maia Watson,
Crocus Douglass, Ollie Ayling and Isaac Sutcliffe.

GOLD AWARD
During their time in the Sixth Form, Gold Award students have worked through their skill, the volunteering and physical
sections, one of which is for eighteen months; in addition, a residential section and an expedition are also part of the award.
Having successfully completed the practice expedition on Exmoor, these students will now go to Dartmoor in the final week of
the Summer term.

Despite the fresh challenges that the pandemic has thrown our way, the students have continued to really engage in the award
scheme. In total completing just under 2,000 hours of volunteering both at home and in the community. The award continues
to grow, with the Earl of Wessex having taken over from the Duke of Edinburgh several years ago. Gold award recipients will
continue to be invited to either St James’ Palace or Buckingham Palace to receive their award.
With the hard work of Miss Hamilton, Mr Tozer and Mr Reid, the award goes from strength to strength at Holyrood, plus the
continued support of parents/carers in getting the students to their various activities and the expedition!
Mrs K Seib, Duke of Edinburgh Award Co-ordinator
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Maths
Year 7 Data Project
This term in Year 7 our topic has been Statistics and Miss Herrington has led a project where we have been able to bring
literacy into the Maths classroom. We have been learning about why we use statistics, when we will see or hear about them
in the real world, and we have also carried out our own statistical enquiry.
We have been looking into the length of words used in different types of literature, such as science journals and children's
fiction. During our enquiry we have used hypotheses and tested them by collecting data, presenting our data as bar charts
and pie charts and using averages to make comparisons. We have been very impressed with the fantastic work we have seen,
such as the data collection and representation seen here from Kazuki, Ryan and Amelia.
If you are watching TV, listening to the news or on social media over the next few days, keep a look out for statistics, and
note down who was using them, what they were about and why they were relevant to the programme or advert?

Kazuki Gardner

Ryan Lacey

Amelia Grzelewska

Junior Maths Challenge
We have had some fantastic efforts in the Junior Maths Challenge this year from our Year 7 and 8s and below you can see
those who were able to obtain Bronze and Silver Certificates for their efforts, a special congratulations to Charlotte Whiffin
who achieved Best in Year as well as to our joint Best in School Tom Boyland and Samuel Lane:

Year 7 Bronze Award:

Year 8 Bronze Award:

Year 8 Silver Award:

Lucas Drayton

Rosa Baker

Tom Boyland*

Amelia Grzelewska

Bumble Behan

Toby Facey

Zak Potter

Georgia Brown

Samuel Glenn

David Sandu

Wurzel Busby

Henry Jackson

Charlotte Whiffin*

Tatiana Ferreira

Samuel Lane*

Arthur Handley

Caitlin Rogers

James Long
Izzy Parsons
Kieran Smith
Amelia Szymichowska
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Maths
Year 10 Assessments
Year 10 students have had their first look at a real set of GCSE papers this half term and have now got a much better
understanding of how they will be assessed over the next academic year, as well as where they will need to focus their
attention in order to enhance their mathematical ability.
Diversity in Mathematics Displays
Throughout the Maths department we will be updating our displays to raise awareness of the diversity of mathematicians that
have had an impact throughout history of mathematics and demonstrate to students that successful mathematicians can come
from any background.
We will also be changing our Key Stage 3 group names from teacher initials to AL(Ada Lovelace), AT(Alan Turing), GB
(George Boole), ED(Edsger Dijkstra) and KJ(Katherine Johnson) in order to incorporate mathematicians from history, from a
range of different backgrounds, many of whom had to overcome inequality in order to achieve success.
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Drama
A Note from The Creative Arts Department
It has been really super to see some outstanding work over the past term in Art, Music and
Drama both inside and outside of lessons. Art masterpieces have been created, the Drama rooms
are coming alive with practical work being re-introduced and I have even heard students singing
once again! We were also very proud to host ‘Ernie’s Journey’ and an outdoor evening of the arts on the 15th July which
included our own students showcasing their creativity.
We are so proud of how resilient our students have been this year and are excited to start planning and launching great
Creative Arts opportunities for our students both within the curriculum and within our extra-curriculum offer.
Have a wonderful summer,

Mrs Lowe

KS3 Drama
In Summer One students in Years 7 and 8 have been experiencing theatre performance even though all theatres have been
shut! In lessons we have been focusing on analysing and evaluating the performance skills used in The National Theatre’s Peter
Pan. It really has been a joy to share this excellent stage show with our students and we have been amazed with the quality of
writing which has emerged from these year groups – many of top, GCSE-quality responses! Year 9s have been using stimulus
material to generate their own ideas for performance, learning about how drama can communicate meaning to an audience.
Some of the stimulus material we have explored with our Year 9 students has been really challenging and we have been
impressed by the mature contributions and responses we have seen within our lessons – well done!
Summer Two has been all about scripts for KS3! Year 7s have been exploring Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’
looking at how status can be communicated through both performance and costume design. Year 8s have been looking at the
play ‘Missing Dan Nolan’ and learning about the power of Verbatim Theatre alongside techniques of performance and design.
‘Noughts & Crosses’ has been the set script for our Year 9s and we have enjoyed getting more practical with many of our
groups exploring the uses of Epic Theatre and how vocal and
physical skills are used to interpret meaning.

Charlie Durie,
Maisie Banfield and
Millie Truscott (Y8)
for showing real
diligence this year!

Sarah Lean and
Hatty Souttar-Stone
(Y8) for always
working to the very
best of their ability!

Charlotte Smith
and Abi Russell (Y7) for
some absolutely lovely
performances.

The Year 9 Drama
after school group
who shown such
enthusiasm and
commitment.

Thank you Reuben
Willis (Y7) for
fantastic
contributions in
drama lessons!

Leala Bagg and Liffy
Crouch (Y9) for
outstanding work
ethic this year in
drama!
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Drama
GCSE Drama
What a way to finish the term but with some outstanding devised performances from our Year 10 GCSE students as part of
their Component 2 exam! These were utterly superb and really demonstrated an ability to develop ideas creatively from
stimulus (see images) applying the theory learnt throughout the course so far. The performances this year included themes on
gender, identity, social media, mental health and more notably plenty of ‘Boris Johnson’ characters! Who knew our students
were so politically driven?! Thank you to each and every student who worked so hard on these pieces, working after school
and even at weekends so they can be the best they can be. You are brilliant.

This term we also said farewell to our GCSE Year 11 students who, let’s face it, haven’t had the easiest of school years! You
have done nothing but makes us proud over the past few months and we were incredibly sad to see you leave. Wishing you
the very best of luck in your future ahead, remember; don’t ever lose your creativity and imagination – these are vital life skills.
P.S. Don’t forget you can also continue your Holyrood Drama journey as part of our BTEC Performing Arts course
@Holyrood6thform!

Molly Toogood and
Amelia Grzelewska
(Y7) for outstanding
work and
commitment to
drama.

Hannah and Jacob
in Year 10 GCSE
Drama for going
above and beyond
for their C2
performances.

Thank you to Joe
Bartlett (Y12) for
outstanding attendance
and contributions to
the BTEC course!

Mrs Lowe says
THANK YOU to
GCSE Year 10
classes for putting
up with her nagging
and always making
her smile!
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Rosie and Monty in
Year 9 for working
brilliantly this year
both remotely and
in lessons!
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Drama
BTEC Performing Arts
What a term it has been! Well done to all our Year 12 students for their resilience
and hard work over the past weeks getting all their work together as evidence for
your Unit 1 progress – we know it’s been tough but Mrs Shaun is really proud of how
this group has pulled together to help one another out. This half term Year 12s have
been focusing on the skill of ‘Improvisation’ and how this can be used to create and
develop drama performance from stimulus material. We have really seen an
improvement recently in your approaches to practical work and are looking forward to seeing the final performance of your
piece at the end of this year! Well done Year 12!
Extra-curricular Drama!
It’s been great to see so many of our students ‘joining in’ and coming along to the after-school clubs we have been offering this
half term. Year 7 and 8 students have had workshops on improvisation skills, lighting, clowning, mime and puppetry and we
have had a lot of fun work practically again with such creativity. We have also been getting a head start with some of our Year
9 students who have opted for GCSE Drama next year and both Mrs Lowe and Ms Jolliffe have really enjoyed exploring
improvisation, script, physical theatre and mask work with this super group! These students also showcased their work as a
supporting act at our performance evening on the 15th July – great stuff team!

Grease...coming soon to Holyrood Academy!
Could you be the ONE that we want?

COMING SOON!
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Free School Meals

Poetry by Year 8
Sometimes a piece of work stuns a teacher! The poem
below was written by a Year 8 student in her English
lessons following extensive discussions about the plays of
Shakespeare.. We hope you enjoy it as much as Mrs Carlile
did.
She loved, she hated
She loved, she hated, she listened, she lied

She was ferocious with her beady eyes
Thetis was a wife who hated her beau
She did not loathe Achilles though

Many families in our school community qualify for free
school meals (FSM). This entitles your child to breakfast and
lunch from our school canteen, every school day.

Achilles strong, proud and fair
With curling locks of golden hair.

If you are interested in finding out more, or to just check if
you are eligible, visit the county website:

Her precious son with a prophecy untold
Who never got the chance of growing old.

www.somerset.gov.uk/freeschoolmeals

He was sent to battle with his fame

or telephone the helpline on 0300 124 2224.

Along with him the Army came,
To steal back Helen, To destroy Troy
But Patroclus is a decoy
The young boy goes, all dressed in iron
Unprepared and scrawny, but with the heart of a lion
Patroclus is killed, and Achilles is shattered
His cherished lover, returns dead and battered
Achilles goes out and is struck by an arrow
His soul set free, much like a sparrow

Coming up at Holyrood

Down in the underworld two hands meet
A moment so marvellous and sweet

The Academy is hosting a number of community events in
the coming months. Keep an eye on the website and our
social media for further information on the following:

Achilles and Patroclus together once more
Their aching hearts no longer sore.

5th September Britain’s Strongest Disabled Man
competition

- Tilly Ludewig

September Holyrood Academy’s Somerset Arts
Week exhibition at Chard Library

September Community circus performance with
Take Art with Circus Taxi and Ripe
January Community performance of The Turbans
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Computing and IT
Micro:bit - Year 7 & 8
This term, our wonderful Year 7 and 8 students have been recapping their binary knowledge alongside programming the BBC
Micro:bit. The micro:bit is a pocket-sized computer that introduces students to show how software and hardware work
together. It has an LED light display, buttons, sensors and many input/output features that, when programmed, let it interact
with you and your world.
Year 7s have been using the Micro:Bit coding blocks to create a pedometer, thermometer and animations. Here we can see
our Year 7 students rigorously testing their programs to ensure they work:

Year 8 have moved into text based programming, using Python alongside their Micro:Bit programs. They focussed on
designing and creating animations, a compass and incorporated if statements in their programs - our students are now
prepared to take the next step into Python text based programming next year.
Year 7 superstars:

Year 8 superstars:

Sophie Bowditch

Henry Jackson

Rebeca Fernandes

Charlie Durie

Jodie Harris

Tilly Hawkins

Henry Lant

Daisy-Mai Strickland

Samuel Dunn

Georgia Hounsell
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Computing and IT
Year 9 are GCSE-ready with their knowledge of Data Representation. Students have enjoyed revisiting logic and
understanding how computers work with data and how this links with Python programming.
Year 9 superstars:
Joe Cashin
Ashton Pickrell
Joseph Reid
Matilda Clayton
Lucas Clerigo
Year 10 IT & iMedia
Our students have spent this term preparing for their final exam which takes place in July. We have been really impressed
with their attitude in preparation for their assessments which then lead into their final exam. All students have a personalised
learning checklist which details the topics which will come up on the exam and have all their assessments - along with the
mark scheme so they can revise. We will then use the grade to determine a centre-assessed grade. Grades should be
released from the exam board in the early term. Well done and keep up the good work in class and don't forget to revise at
home - good luck Year 10!

Year 10 Computer Science
In class, our Year 10 computer scientists have been learning about Networks alongside the development of their
programming skills.
Outside of class, students in the web coding club (Tuesdays 1510-1600), have been developing websites using HTML, CSS &
JavaScript - we are so impressed with the work you are producing!
Farewell Year 11 IT &
Computer Science students good luck on your Level 3
courses! We are looking forward
to seeing some of you back at
Holyrood Sixth Form to study ALevel Computer Science and
BTEC Digital Media. We have
really enjoyed teaching you this
past three years!

Best of luck to our Year 13 Computer Scientists who are heading off to university this Autumn. They have really put in the
effort and will achieve amazing results. It’s been an absolute pleasure knowing you all - some since Year 10!.
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Your Local Governing Committee

Louise Allen

Alison Collins

Jonathan Farey

Izzy Hamilton

Barney Haydon

Kathleen Lemon

The past year has provided opportunities for governors to experience their daily commitment to the students and staff at
Holyrood in different ways. This is because we have all been faced with Covid19 restrictions, and whilst being aware of our
own and others’ safety and well-being, governors have been conscious that the work with and for the Academy continues to
move forward.
As Chair I am very grateful for the support and commitment all governors have given our students and staff during this time.
Governors have held six full Local Governing Committee meetings, either face-to-face or remotely, receiving six detailed
presentations from Lead Teachers at the Academy:
Holyrood Lockdown and re-opening risk assessments – Dave MacCormick
Safeguarding – Sam Davison
SEND – Laura Gold
Safeguarding – Rob Crocker
Behaviour – Jonathan Black
Premises – Tina Coles
Governors with specific responsibilities have made a total of 28 visits to meet, monitor and discuss with lead teachers,
progress made towards actions detailed in the Academy Improvement Plan, as well as keeping up-to-date with their own
training. On 25th June, governors attended an Uffculme Academy Trust training day, which brought together governors from
across all five of the Trust’s schools. This was an excellent chance to network with our opposite numbers in other school
situations, as well as hearing from Hannah Woodhouse, the Regional Schools Commissioner, who spoke on the role of a
multi-academy trust in a school led system, and from Lorraine Heath OBE, CEO of the Trust and Max Graesser, Chair of the
Trust on the Trust’s strategy for school support and growth.
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Your Local Governing Committee

Daniel Pritchard

Richard Poole

David Pugh

Sue Watson

Phil Wilson

Kate Yamada

From a numbers point of view, the Local Governing Committee has been fortunate to have filled all twelve positions for the
majority of this year, which means the support we have given the Academy has been more than ever before. However, at the
end of this term, we say farewell to Alison Collins, who has been a Parent Governor for the past three years. During that
time, Alison has led on SEND, and as governors we have all benefitted from her insight and knowledge of this complex area.
We wish her well in the future. Alison’s departure means that there will be a vacancy for a Parent Governor, which will be
advertised at the beginning of next term. We are particularly interested in recruiting someone who can lead on finance,
which in a school setting is quite different and some would say a more complex area to navigate. However, we are keen to
recruit a person who first and foremost has time and commitment to find out more about this area, and to liaise with
Academy staff in order to enhance the work and knowledge of the Local Governing Committee. If you are interested in
knowing more about how we operate, including what this role might entail, then why wait until the post is advertised next
term! Please contact me via the school and I will be pleased to meet informally to talk things through.
At the end of a school year we often reflect on what has been achieved in the past twelve months, but this year in particular
has been a very different year to what has gone before. As governors we cannot praise enough the resilience and
commitment shown by our students and their families during this time. Particular mention must go to Year 11 and Year 13
students who have also had to think of their next pathways. For those Year 13 students, either going into the world of work,
or on to apprenticeships and university, we wish you all well in the future. For Year 11 students we hope to welcome you
back into our 6th Form to continue your studies, but depending on your chosen pathway this might mean the end of your
Holyrood experience as you move on to further education elsewhere. Wherever and whatever you are doing, we hope you
take a piece of Holyrood with you wherever you go, and we wish you continued success in the future. Governors would also
like to pay tribute to our Academy staff, both non-teaching and teaching, who have kept the school functioning through
difficult times. We cannot thank-you enough for your commitment to our school. We wish you a period of relaxation over
the summer break, and look forward to working with you all in September, when we hope we will see the start of a more
normal school year.
Thank-you.
David Pugh | Chair, Local Governing Committee
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English
KS3 COMPETITION!
To celebrate our themed KS3 units, we invited students to enter a competition which encouraged them to reinvent one of
the characters from a text they have studied this year. This included modernised drawings of some of our protagonists, diary
entries from the perspective of their favourite characters and lastly, poems describing a character of their choice.
To see some of the fantastic entries, head over to English_at_Holyrood on instagram. Winners will be announced the week
commencing the 19th July.
YEAR 7 As Year 7s approach the end of their first year of English at Holyrood, they finish with their themed unit 'The
Natural World'. We have challenged our Year 7s this year with an assessment which compares two of Blake's more well
known poems: The Tyger and The Lamb. They have risen to the challenge and have produced some excellent analytical essays
which show brilliant understanding of poetic features.
Meanwhile, Miss Smith comes to the end of our first Year 7 book
club novel with her book connoisseurs. They have been reading the
excellent 'Life of a Banana' from our Holyrood Canon reading list.
The chosen novel was longlisted for the Baileys Women's Prize for
Fiction and explores the challenges faced by Xing Li, a young girl
exposed to the harsh reality of being an ethnic minority.

YEAR 8 Our Year 8 students have been embracing their summer term unit, 'Crime and Punishment', through their
exploration of Shakespeare's Macbeth. Leading towards their assessment which focuses on Macbeth's eventual downfall, the
students have been analysing key extracts from the play and embracing the tragedy's many themes: betrayal, death, the
supernatural, power and ambition.
On Monday 21st June, the whole year group were fortunate enough to watch a Deutsche Bank production of the play,
streamed from The Globe Theatre. The Globe have requested reviews from our students at Holyrood, so here are just a few
snippets:
Reviewing the Deutsche Bank Production

“The play was presented in Shakespeare's Globe, London. In my opinion, the Globe looks quite antique which I think matches
Shakespeare's play well. When you first arrive you feel suberged in the play. The building doesn't include bright, neon colours but
instead, browns and deep reds to make you feel as if you are living in Shakespearean times.
Macbeth is a tragedy which shows you the journey of Macbeth's ambition to become King.” - Tatiana F (Year 8)
“The Globe is a huge theatre set in a circular room with three stories, where more wealthy viewers sit near the top. The play is a
tragedy that was written for King James I. The plot of the play includews Maceth, who is a Lord, and has just won a battle when he
meets "three old hags", the witches, and is told he will be King. His friend, Banquo, is told that his children will then become Kings.
Macbeth tells Lady Macbeth and she convinces him to kill the King, Duncan. Eventually, Macbeth is killed after he has killed many
others as a result of his ambition, meaning order is restored.

In the Deutsche Bank production, the witches are embedded within the crowd which I thought was a good idea, however I didn't like the
costumes they wore. In my opinion, their costumes should have been black, to really convey their darkness and the fact they are
witches…” - Joshua F (Year 8)
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English
Mrs Wilsher and Miss Robinson are coming to the end of their first Year 8
book club novel, 'The Hunger Games'. The novel follows protagonist, Katniss,
who lives in a dystopian society where civilians are selected by lottery to
compete in a televisted battle royale to death. When her sister is chosen to
take part, Katniss jumps in to volunteer herself as tribute. We look forward to
hearing some reviews from our brilliant Year 8 book conoisseurs!

YEAR 9 have blown us away this half term with the empathy shown in their approach to war poetry. In their themed unit,
'War and Conflict', Year 9 students have explored a romanticised and idealisitic attitude towards war, seen in Rupert
Brooke's The Soldier, alongside other poems which expose the brutal reality, such as in Wilfred Owen's Dulce et Decorum
Est. Students have been focusing on their skills of comparison whilst planning and writing their own newspaper articles linking
to the context of our poems. They have also had the opportunity to write their own poetry linking to the theme of war and
conflict. See the opening of James C's poem below AND Finn M’s poem on the right:
The Reunion

On my way home I was thinking

I’m back! I’M BACK! I don’t have to moan

Will they remember me or not?

About how much I’ve wanted to get back home.

Am I the same person who left them?

Or am I simply not?
To manage to get back to my life
With my beloved children and wife.

It’s been a long, long time since I saw them
In this time I have seen a lot

I hated the war, it’s a disgrace

Will they understand and listen?

How long it's been since seeing this place.

Or will they simply not?

The Repercussions

How will we greet each other?
Will it go perfectly smoothly?

I can’t believe this, it’s been literally years

Will they still want me with them?

Yet I still feel like there’s something to fear.

Or will they simply not?

The deafening sound of a party balloon
Taking out an entire platoon
Our Year 9 book conoisseurs are half way through their second novel this year, led by
Mrs Gilbert. Having finished 'Life of Pi' last half term and celebrating with a screening of
the film, students chose 'Elizabeth is Missing' from the Canon list to read next. The
novel tells the story of Maud Horsham, an 82 year old woman who suffers from
dementia and is adamant that her best friend Elizabeth is missing. Will she be able to
find her? You'll have to ask our book conoisseurs once we have finished the novel!
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English
YEAR 10
Year 10 started their English Language course this half-term and have been delivering their GCSE speeches in class. The
speeches have covered a range of topical issues, including the subject of mental health. As English teachers, we have been
incredibly impressed by the thoughtfulness, courage, empathy and tolerance shown by our Year 10 students in tackling
difficult and complex issues.
Some short snippets from a few of the speeches:
The climate crisis | by Ben Sutcliffe
The big companies out there need to find more efficient ways to produce and export their goods as they are the main
contributors to the ongoing climate crisis. We need to collectively act in order to save the only world we have. People think
that we are developing, progressing, pushing forward with all this new technology. However, looking at it from an
environmental perspective, we have regressed, massively, and this will soon become irreversible.
The importance of talking about mental health | by Rochelle Dela Rosa
As a society, we tend to shy away from situations that leave us open and vulnerable, including talking about our mental health.
Realistically, though, what is so bad about discussing this issue? I know what you're going to say: "It's uncomfortable" or "Noone will listen" or "It's not normal to talk about it". Then we need to make it normal. We need to start normalising talking
about mental health in order to break down the social stigma around it.
How can we make the most of our lives? | by James Edginton
To discuss how to make the most of life, we also need to talk about death and that means facing up to humanity’s greatest
fear. (With our second biggest fear ironically being public speaking.) Now, it excites me to tell you that after years of groundbreaking research into life, I can now announce that it is not survivable. 100% of us will die. That’s right because life and
death - both at different ends of the tightrope - are the only two things that we share with every one of the 7.8 billion other
people on this planet.
Body image and self-esteem | by Ona Hurley

Despite the under-representation of men in the body positivity movement, studies have repeatedly shown that men also
suffer the consequences of negative body image, including depression, social insecurity and development of eating disorders.
In order to help rectify these problems, it is vital that men be equally represented in the body positivity movement.
Why do we celebrate gay pride? | by Jacob Paul
Straight privilege is living without ever having to think, face, confront, engage or cope with homophobia or discrimination
related to your sexuality. Most people tend not to appreciate that they have straight privilege until they learn of the
experiences of people who aren’t heterosexual. Straight privilege can appear to be a simple thing for those who have it, like
not having to worry about a hostile reaction from others when you express affection to your partner in public, or having the
freedom to go wherever you wish without worrying that you’ll be harassed, beaten, or killed because of your sexuality.
Straight privilege gives you the safety of not being charged in 70 countries and killed in 12 of them because of your sexuality,
or having to worry about your own religion disowning you because of your sexuality.
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Sixth Form

Summer Term in Sixth Form is always a busy time. Though external trips have been very limited this year, Sixth Formers
involved in the Duke of Edinburgh Gold Expedition did manage a weekend yomp over Exmoor 18th-20th June. A
gorgeous, sunny day on Saturday, with lots of tan lines gave way to Sunday fog, mizzle and then just downright rain for the
rest of the day. Visibility was about 5 feet at times! All the teams did incredibly well with map reading/orienteering in
general. In fact the boys team (always ultra-competitive) were so quick we gave them an 8k detour and they got lost! Well
done to Ollie Saxby, Barnaby Willis, Bailey Potter, Will Board, Daisy Reynolds, Katelin Berry, Zoe Hunt, Emily Smith and
Ellie Hull.
We have had students visit Exeter University as part of the Exeter Scholars outreach programme. On Tuesday 6th July.
They visited the sparkling new campus, had a tour of the accommodation and attended a taster lecture to get the
undergraduate experience.
Also on Tuesday 6th July, another group of ambitious
Holyrood students took part in an online conference
day run by Cambridge University, Trinity College as
part of the HE plus programme. This conference
allowed them to experience courses such as Crime
Scene Investigation, a Historical course in analysing
artefacts in the Polar Museum, Neurology and many
other fascinating topics.
On 12th July Yr12 held a Strawberry Tea Quiz as their
last PSHE session of the academic year to raise money
and awareness of Breast Cancer Care. As well as
competing in teams for rounds such as Cake
Anagrams, Sandwich Fillers, Summer Pictures,
Strawberry Tea they also ate cakes, biscuits, sweets
and strawberries provided by students and staff. In
total they raised £43.17. A big thankyou to everyone
who contributed and donated, including our lovely
staff in the 6th Form cafe who provided, and then washed up, the plates for us!

Our Senior Team ran their barbecue on Thursday 15th July from 1.30 to 4.30 all funded and cooked by
themselves.
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Sixth Form

The Year 11 Prom took place on Wednesday 7th July and members of the Sixth Form Senior Team were in attendance to
serve mocktails, slush puppies and pick ‘n’ mix to the Year 11 leavers, many of whom will be next year’s Holyrood Sixth
Formers. A great way to introduce themselves.
Also, on Wednesday 7th Holyrood Sixth Formers dressed smartly to have promotional photographs taken to festoon the
foyer walls of the Sixth Form Centre.
On Wednesday 14th July, 6.00pm until 8.00pm I teamed up with Mr Webb to
run an ‘Oven Ready Bistro Night’ where a small group of Sixth Form students
cooked with us, washed up with us and dined with us. All good preparation for
leaving home and going off to University or into the world of work.

A large number of our students have now registered with UCAS the University Application Service and have begun
researching courses and Universities around the country as potential locations for the next stage of their lives from
September 2022. Some have been very proactive and have attended real live open days with real live lecturers and
students. One student who went to look around De Montfort University in Leicester came back truly inspired. ‘That’s
where I want to go!’ she beamed.
The Sixth Form Tutor Team are busy, as I write this, assisting students to write brilliant personal statements that really sell
themselves to Universities, apprenticeships and employers.
In amongst all this we’ve even found time to complete Year 12 mock exams and support students to review gaps in their
knowledge and skills, so that over the summer they can continue to strive for success and return in September for Year 13
ready to achieve the greatest possible success.
I look forward to a bit of a rest over the holidays, but I am so very excited to greet the new Y12 students (last year’s Year
11s) on results day the 12th August and register them on to their courses, and to share in the successes of our outgoing
Year 13s when they receive their results on August 10th.
It’s been quite a year, I’m sure you’ll agree.
Mr P Webber
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Sixth Form

And finally...the sun shone on our Year 13 students last Friday 2nd July and a wonderful day was had by all at our annual
lunch at Hornsbury Mill. Farewell and good luck...please keep in touch and let us know the paths you have taken.

SIXTH FORM ART
Although our Year 13 artists and photographers have left we have been
working on our 6th form provision. From September every Year 12 and 13
artist/photographer will have a place to work in their free periods. We have
created a dedicated art studio that is available all day, every day to our
students. We are keen to improve the provision and have designed the room
inspired by the leading art universities. The room will provide a space for
students to independently work with specialised materials.
The pandemic has proven how important art is to our students’ wellbeing and
education. It has also highlighted how much we rely on the creativity of others
to provide entertainment through TV, film, magazines and art. The art rooms
have provided a place for students to express their feelings and interests. It is
clear that Holyrood has talent!
Here is a view into the new 6th form space, it is not finished we still have lots
of work to get it ready for September.
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Food & Nutrition
TWITTER: If you want to stay up to date with all things going on in the Food & Nutrition department,
sign up to RoodFood: @food_rood
YEAR 7s have been working their socks off in food and nutrition creating numerous dishes that have allowed them to
experience all aspects of the course including lots of knife skills. It is so good to see the year group back in school and
hopefully enjoying their schooling, taking part fully in lessons and yes in food that does mean actually cooking. There are a few
variations but all Year 7s have been cooking macaroni cheese, fruit fusion and fruity flapjack.

In YEAR 8, a number of students have not been able to cook since their arrival at Holyrood, but credit to all the students,
they have all grasped the opportunity to cook and created some amazing dishes including flavoured bread, tuna pasta bake and
profiteroles.
It has been great to see the enthusiasm from YEAR 9s to their return to cooking again in class, Fresh pasta and ragu sauce,
lasagne and Somerset pasties (much better that our Cornish cousins’ version), has been the order of the day. Some very
technical and challenging dishes to make in 1 hour but they have done it and boy have they done it well.
YEAR 10 students have had a very difficult time and are now halfway through their GCSE course but have not cooked in
school for nearly 2 years. They are now well into the MOCK NEA (coursework) looking at ‘street food’. This is in fact the
exact same project that the Year 11s have just completed. Research has now been undertaken, as has the technical challenge
of cooking three dishes that would be suitable whilst showcasing their technical skills, including dissecting a whole chicken,
filleting a whole fish and making fresh pasta (see some examples below). I am very impressed and very proud of all those
students who have cooked so successfully after such disruption to their learning.
YEAR 11 students have been amazing these last 12 months with everything that has been thrown their way; they have risen
to the challenge admirably. They have produced some amazing work on street food ranging from samosas to fish cakes and
fresh tacos. A huge well done for all the effort students have put in to what has been a very disrupted 2 years.

Keira Duncan-Hill
Spiced apple jalouise, with a
fresh berry compote and creme
anglaise

Emily Williams
Bao Buns with sticky chicken in a
sesame seed roll

Keira Duncan-Hill
Chicken chow mein with home
made noodles and homemade
vegetable spring rolls

Lydia Russell
Steamed Bao Buns with sticky
duck

Lydia Russell
Rich chocolate tart with Hokey
Pokey

Alfie Hine
Chicken and mushroom tortellini
with a fresh tomato ragu

Sam Gregory
Bunny Chow

Imogen Smith
Pecan Pie
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RPE

Eco-Committee

Religion, Philosophy, Ethics

The Holyrood Academy eco-committee is a group of Year
7 and 8 students that have come together in order to
improve our school site for our community and our impact
on the world.

It has been a really busy term in RPE and we’d like to thank
students for their positive attitudes and enthusiasm.
Year 7s have been studying a unit on Prophecy this term.
They have learnt that a prophet in Biblical times was
someone who spoke for God, announcing, denouncing and
giving a vision for the future. Students have also delved
deeper into the text of Revelation to study the theology
behind the vision of the New Jerusalem.

The members organised an audit of the school and set
about 3 main areas of focus, which are:
Energy | Litter | And the general school environment.
In the coming weeks and months, they will be organising
some very exciting opportunities for other students to
become involved. We are now heading towards the silver
award after completing the bronze award successfully.

We were so impressed with how Year 7 students were
able to write their own prophecies, denouncing what they
believed was unjust about our society today, and giving a
vision of hope for the future. They have also studied
modern prophets, who have continued to be inspired by
their faith to make a difference, including Martin Luther
King Jr, Michael Fleming and Oscar Romero.

Current members can be identified by their badges:
Anais Baxter
Lewis Moore

Years 8 and 9 have been busy studying, discussing and
debating moral and ethical issues this term. They have been
learning in particular about the ethical issues related to
genetic engineering and transplant surgery, and how a
Christian’s faith may influence their decisions about this.

Katie Priddle
Caitlin Rogers
Amelia Saladiak
Alfie Sluman

We would like to wish all our students a restful summer
break and we look forward to seeing you in September!

Meelia Spiller
Mackenzie Swain
Others are welcome to come along next term - keep an
eye out for the Clubs List!

Rebeca Fernandes | Y7

Mariana Prata | Y7
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Music
Hello from the Music Department!
Year 7
Year 7s have been working hard in their ensembles to create an orchestral performance in
line with their learning of the development of the Orchestra. They have been using guitars,
ukuleles and keyboards to learn Baroque, Classical and Romantic pieces of music.

Year 8
Year 8s have been testing their skills on the computer by using
music technology called Bandlab. They have been composing a
Calypso piece of music with the steel pan drum sound focusing on
syncopation and the history of Calypso from Trinidad and Tobago
The other half of the year group have been doing Reggae
performance skills in small bands ready for their ensemble
performances. They have been using guitars, ukuleles, keyboards,
drum kits and even their own saxophones and cornets to form
their own band!

Year 7 and 8 bubbled Choirs and Year 7 Rock School have been working hard to prepare for a variety of events including the
Ernie’s Journey performance and Celebration assemblies. The Rock School have been learning ‘Blinded by the Lights’ with
peripatetic Guitar teacher Mr Dan Shortland. We are hoping this will open up to all year groups next year.
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Music
Year 9
Year 9s have spent the term on a skills carousel. They have worked through composition on Bandlab, skills on the guitars,
ukuleles and body percussion as well as forming their own bands performing hit songs such as ‘Shotgun’ and ‘Billie Jean’. We
studied rapping skills and watched the world beatbox championship winners from 2019.
Year 10
Year 10s are working hard to prepare for their in-class mock performances. They are working as part of an ensemble or solo
to create a vocal, guitar, rap and technology performance as part of their GCSE coursework.
Instrumental Lessons
Instrumental Lessons will run to the end of the academic year and parents/carers will receive information about instrumental
lessons again in September. If your student is interested in learning an instrument and would like lessons please email
nwilsher@educ.somerset.gov.uk for more information. We currently offer Vocal, Flute, Strings, Piano, Guitar, Bass Guitar,
Brass and Drum lessons during school time.
Get Involved!
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Science
It has been another really busy term for everyone at Holyrood Science. We are all very happy, as Covid 19 restrictions are
gradually lifted we have been able to offer more extra curricular activities to supplement what we are doing in Science
lessons.
Bronze Crest awards for Year 7 and 8
Some Year 7 and 8 students have been completing CREST
awards in after school sessions with the Science team. They are
completing an extended project to find out more about acid rain.
The students will present the findings of their projects to some
staff and will hopefully receive their awards in September. The
students have been brilliant and we are hopeful they will be
interested in completing a CREST silver award at some point in
the future.

Partial solar eclipse
On Thursday 10th June Science students left their regular lessons to observe
a rare partial solar eclipse that was visible in the UK. Although the weather
was very cloudy we were lucky enough to see the eclipse through the clouds
for a short period of time. Well done to the Year 7 astronomers for spotting
it!

Farewell to Year 11 and Year 13
Science bid a fond farewell to Year 11/13 Science students to ‘escape from Holyrood’ via a series of Science puzzles and
challenges.
What’s new in Science!
In the last week of term Science will be belatedly celebrating National Science and Engineering Week with some whizz bang
lessons and challenges.
Main topics for this half term are as follows, Year 7: Forces and variation, Year 8: Inheritance and evolution, Year 9:
Chemistry GCSE Bridging, Year 10 Combined Science: Rates of reaction.
Year 10 Combined Science will be asked to complete an end of year assessment at some point in the last two weeks of term,
the combined Science homework provides excellent practice and revision for this.
Finally a lot of students are arriving to Science lessons without calculators. They cannot expect to succeed in their
examinations if they haven’t acquired and learnt how to use a Scientific calculator, these are available from the Maths
department for a reasonable price.
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Science
Great Science Share
For a six week period pupils from some of our primary feeder schools and Holyrood Science club students were involved in
the Great Science Share. This involved practicals relating to clean air, oil spill investigation, meteors and rocket building,
nature walks and purifying water and identifying dissolved salts.
Blue Peter Badges
Holyrood Science clubs students have completed several tasks in order to apply for a Blue Peter Badge, these include:


A pledge to turn off a piece of electrical equipment we would normally leave on overnight to reduce our carbon
footprint.



Making a reusable sandwich wrap to use in our lunchboxes to reduce the amount of plastic waste we produce.



Making a wildflower seed bomb to take home with us to encourage bees and butterflies into our gardens at home.



Swapping to a reusable water bottle instead of bringing a disposable one to school, this will reduce the amount of
plastic waste we produce.



Extra! Students looked at alternatives to plastic by observing a wide selection of products made from recycled things
such as elephant dung paper, a notebook made from a tyre, coasters made from yoghurt pots etc. Students then made
their own bioplastics
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Engineering

Ernie’s Journey

Year 12s have come to the end of their first real year of
Engineering at Holyrood. After an interesting time in
lockdown all the students have successfully completed their
first experience of their assignment process. The students
have worked exceptionally hard to achieve their targets
with most pushing to the higher level. This has been a
particular challenge with them starting a practical subject
through the online platform. They have exceeded the
expectation, producing a really high standard of work. The
students have put so much hard work into this year and it
clearly shows from their achievements.

Holyrood held its first professional community performance
in July with a fabulous story of piracy and treasure hunting,
presented through puppetry, circus tricks and terrible dad
jokes.
Our next community event is Pirates of the Carabina and
Ripe on the 24th September!

It has been a delight to teach the Year 12s the last two
terms and I wish them all the luck with next year. Not that
they need it as I believe that they will exceed their own
expectations.

Zachary Robotham

Following us?

Zachary Robotham

Katelin Berry
Mateusz Zielinski

William Butler
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Y10 Careers Day
On Friday 2nd July, we welcomed speakers from a range of
industries to inspire our Year 10 students and focus on their
opportunities for the future. This included talks from Albert
Goodman, Battens Solicitors, NHS, Ask Apprenticeships,
Next Steps South West, The Newt, Numatic International
Ltd, Branston Ltd, Dan Wisher (Paramedic) and Amanda
Woodward (UAT). This included some of our ex-Holyrood
Academy and Holyrood Sixth Form students who returned
to Holyrood to talk about their journey since leaving us in
Year 13.
We also welcomed Laura Willoughby MBE to deliver a key
note speech to the Year 10 students. Laura is an exHolyrood student who left the year group with many
inspirational words and stories. Thank you Laura, you have
inspired so many of our students.
The Year 10 students thoroughly enjoyed the day and we
look forward to planning their futures with them. We would
like to thank our speakers for a fantastic day and for giving
their time on this day.
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Learning Centre
After an unusual year, some Year 7 classes have finally enjoyed an induction lesson in the Learning Centre. This is something
we do at the start of their Holyrood journey but as we all know there is nothing ‘normal’ at the moment. The students were
introduced to our space, shown how to locate items using the international Dewey classification system and enjoyed
browsing the shelves. They also had the opportunity to read one of the many magazines available. Hopefully we have inspired
a few budding librarians for next year.
We are happily welcoming back students for Homework Club, with some students now coming on a regular basis. At present
the guidelines remain for individual year groups on different days but we are hopeful to welcome everyone back each day in
the very near future.
Year 8 students are well ahead as top borrowers, with three students managing over thirty books this term alone. Well done
to Jaime Northover, Corey Rocher and Jack Graves. Postcards for all our top readers will be sent home shortly and
certificates will be awarded during celebration assemblies. The students are so bright and breezy when they visit us and a joy
to welcome, sometimes twice a day!
Years 7 and 8 were invited to take part in a Minecraft Competition which
proved popular. Entrants were asked to design a library including normal
fixtures and fittings, but being as elaborate as possible. The winning entry came
from Molly Toogood. Her imaginative rollercoaster entrance to the library,
together with the level of skill involved, made her the winner. We particularly
liked the underwater aspect, although we really hoped the space was
watertight as books do not like getting wet! Her attention to detail showed a
high level of Minecraft expertise! Second place was awarded to Caron
Llewelyn. Her creative but practical desk area, including potted plants, made
her space very welcoming. The staged reading area looked very inviting. In third place were Gabriela Augusto and
Rebecca Raffell. Their joint entry was well executed, included a huge glass wall and access to outside space. They also
managed to include the Holyrood house colours. Prizes included a copy of the Minecraft Blockopedia, sets of Minecraft
construction books, stationery and house points.
A massive thank you to the two Year 9 students who have undertaken the mammoth task of digitalising
our back catalogue of year books as part of their Duke of Edinburgh Award. Isla Soustar, Leon Gibson
and the Learning Centre staff have all thoroughly enjoyed discussing how fashions and trends have
changed, or not in some circumstances! Our collection starts in 1984. Watch this space for more
information about if and when they will become available online.

Our school prefects responsible for Equality and
Diversity designed a poster and promoted Pride
Month in the Learning Centre. They also selected
one of our many diverse titles to be book of the
month. We also have a wonderful Read With Pride
display organised by a small group of Year 7s on our
main board. We are very proud in the Learning
Centre to welcome students from all walks of life
and many see us as a safe space.
Next year we are very much looking forward to welcoming as many students as possible for some previously enjoyed
activities. Yu-Gi-Oh, board games and other lunch clubs have been sorely missed. Students and staff can look forward to
more competitions to take part in. We will also be looking to develop a small maker space including 3D pens and jewellerymaking section. Watch this space.
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Textiles
YEAR 7
A new rotation of Year 7 students has given way to a fresh look at ‘Pop Art’ design and their own interpretation of what this
style of art looks like. I love their modern and original take on the theme.

YEAR 8
A new rotation within Textiles in Year 8 and their own take on the cultural topic of ‘Mexican Day of the Dead’. I have
especially enjoyed how original and innovative their designs have been. We also had some brilliant cross stitch achieved at
home by Ben Knight brought to our attention. Superb work Ben.
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Textiles
YEAR 9
Illustration and design based on the theme of the 1950/60’s Space Race and Military fashion through the ages were on the
menu for Year 9 this term. They have also been working hard on their environment unit, which has seen them carry out tie
dye, block printing and wax application. This is an alternative product to the use of clingfilm. They have also enjoyed paper and
felt manufacturing. Product and material origins are core knowledge of both GCSE and life.

FOLLOW US!
The Holyrood Academy D&T Department has our very own Twitter and
Instagram pages! Follow us to keep up to date on all our activities across the
school.
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Textiles
YEAR 10
Year 10s have been developing their manufacturing and machine skills as this was an area of Textiles that all students needed
to perfect, post lockdown. They have worked really hard to produce a storage bag that includes a mirror and electronics, so
you can see in the mirror in the dark. I’ve really enjoyed seeing their understanding of electronics and how they can be applied
within different materials areas, e.g. to fabrics.
During the second half of Year 10’s lockdown learning, we investigated shape, form and surface manipulation through
investigating the amazing world of Dior. Students undertook an investigative piece of work, looking into the fashion house and
took a virtual tour of the Dior Exhibition at the V&A Museum London. They then answered an extended question on the
fashion designer’s inspiration. From here the students investigated the manipulation of square, circles and kirigami. They then
applied their learning to a simple bodice/top block. I think you will agree that the outcomes are of a very high quality.
Students have now started their NEA coursework for their final GCSE.

Olivia Lukasiewicz

Jacob Paul

Keira Rendall

Ella Farrow
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Textiles
SIXTH FORM
Year 12s have absolutely devoured the work this term. We have covered such a wide range of topics and re-visited some. We
have gone back over our History of Dress content and carried out further investigation into designers such as Zandra Rhodes
and Jean Paul Gaultier and looked into Biomimicry. We have now started to develop our knowledge of fibre, yarn and fabric
construction with starting the coursework element of the course.

Finally, this term we were able to take our annual
trip to complete a range of workshops and view
the Degree exhibition at Taunton and Bridgwater
College which is the base for the University of
Plymouths Creative Art courses.
Students from Year 10 and 6th Form carried out a
range of workshops in pattern and print, digital
design and then created quick modelling skills
using their printed fabric. This was a fantastic
opportunity for all students to see what is on
offer at University and learn new skills to help
them develop their GCSE coursework.
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Our Houses
HOUSEPOINTS 2020-21
After a year of ups and downs for our whole school community, our housepoints have been up and down too! With everchanging leaders and fierce battles for the top
spot each week, it was still a close run up until
the end the end of term!
Well done to Brendon / Bondfield for their
efforts and eventual trophy!

Brendon 43615
Mendip 39833
Blackdown 34826
Quantock 34403

CHANGE TO HOUSE NAMES

After a period of reflection we have decided to change the names of the school houses. The reason for this is so that the new
names can celebrate the people of Chard and our wider community, and in turn improve our students’ knowledge and pride in
their community. This in turn, gives them a better sense of belonging.
From September the Houses will be as follows:
COLOUR

OLD NAME

NEW NAME

BLUE

BLACKDOWN

DENSLOW

The DENSLOW family are remembered by us for their seven sons who fought in the First World War,
and are representative of all families from our community who have given us service. Natives of
Wambrook, they remind us of the smaller villages that contribute so much to our lives still today.
Harriet and Edward’s three sons, Charles, Edward and Albert all gave the ultimate sacrifice with
Albert fighting with the Canadian army, Edward the Australian army and Charles being buried in
Karachi in Pakistan. They remind us of what it means to belong as part of a family.

YELLOW

QUANTOCK

STRINGFELLOW

Pioneer and inventor, John STRINGFELLOW (1799 – 1883) worked in Chard, as a maker of bobbins for
the lace industry. Stringfellow aspired to the then impossible, and in 1848 he achieved the first
powered flight using an unmanned 10ft wingspan steam-powered monoplane built in a disused lace
factory in Chard. Ultimately his machine succeeded in flying some thirty meters of straight and level
powered flight. Stringfellow was also a keen photographer and was a pioneer of some of the first
photographic printing techniques.

RED

BRENDON

BONDFIELD

Margaret Grace BONDFIELD (1873 – 1953) was inspirational as Britain's first female cabinet member
and first female Privy Councillor. As a member of the labour party Bondfield gave a voice to women
and working people’s rights. Born in Chard, she left at the age of 14 to start work in a drapery and
embroidery shop 150 miles from home. Her experience of overcrowded and insanitary conditions
and insufficient food inspired her to fight for the rights of working people who did not have a voice.

GREEN

MENDIP

GILLINGHAM

Humanitarian pioneer of the prosthetic limb James GILLINGHAM (1839 – 1924) was a Victorian boot
and shoemaker in Chard until 1863 when he began making artificial limbs from leather, moulded like
a pair of shoes. His first prosthetic limb was for a local man who had lost his arm. He then made
prostheses on a permanent basis. As a result, Chard became a major centre of the British artificial
limb industry. By 1910 he had restored mobility, dignity and usefulness to more than 15,000 people.
A man of principle Gillingham did not charge for his fittings and time for the first 20 years.
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Art
YEARS 7, 8 AND 9
This term the Year 7s have been studying the Australian Aboriginals. They have been exploring colour, pattern and sculpture.
The Year 8s have been focusing on Pop Art and food, beautiful biscuit drawings were created by all. We have been really
impressed with the quality of the work.
The Year 9s have been exploring abstract Cubist art and have been perfecting their use of oil pastel. Below are examples of
the KS3 work created this half term.
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Art
YEAR 10 have remained stoical and resilient in their GCSE projects. Year
10s have been working on two projects this year natural forms and identity,
both projects have allowed the students to perfect their material use and
explore personal avenues. Here is a sample of the Year 10 sketchbooks and final pieces.
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Sociology

Reunion Event

It has been lovely to have our students back in class so we
can again enjoy lively discussions, interpretations and
insightful observations once again.

Over 30 former students attended our reunion event on
1st July. After a cream tea, they regaled us with their
stories. It was interesting to learn that those who had
moved from the Manor Court site had to carry the
furniture from there to the new build on Zembard Lane.
We heard about the Deputy Head teacher who would
throw cans of soup at you if you misbehaved, the science
teacher who spent long periods of time hiding behind the
blackboard, and the time capsule that is buried under E
block. Outdoor swimming lessons took place until
November and everybody at the school had paid a penny a
week to pay for the pool’s construction. The coolest thing
was the old school tie from the 1960’s which was entirely
keeping with the Mod culture of the day. The evening was
so successful that we hope to repeat it in the future.

It is a fond farewell to our Yr13 Sociologists who all move
on to pastures new. Whilst they are not all continuing to be
sociologists, we know that the understanding of society,
that comes from their studies, is applicable in so many
higher level courses and careers. We wish them well.
The Yr12 end of year assessments have made us focus our
minds and are a good indicator of how far we have come
and what we need to focus on next year to ensure the
grades they want and need are achieved. Well done for the
work and effort that has gone into these. Whilst the
summer might be a time to kick off the shoes and sit back,
Year 12 might be interested in checking out the A Level
Sociology Recommended reading and viewing list in our
Google Classroom. These explore a range of social issues
that underpin our studies. Students are welcome to
recommend additional ones. Here are a few to be going on
with:

EPQ
An EPQ should be investigative and challenging, and
challenging has certainly been the case this year. There have
been some monumental efforts made to overcome the
significant challenges brought about by the national
situation. Having waited several months to get permission
to take it out for its maiden flight and compliance with
lockdown restrictions, it was a magical moment watching
Elijah Sharland’s Remote Control Model Airplane, that he
has designed and built himself for his EPQ Project, fly. Is this
how Stringfellow of Chard felt in 1848? Not surprisingly,
Elijah achieved full marks for the assessment objective
‘develop and realise’. I’m sorry I can’t put the video in the
newsletter!
As one year finishes another begins and we have already
recruited 17 Yr12 into Yr13 students into EPQ. EPQ is
voluntary and students opt to do this additional research
based qualification that has UCAS points attached to it. It is
well documented that employers and universities look
favourably upon a young person with an EPQ as, through it,
they demonstrate skills that make them more likely to
succeed. The projects are still in their infancy but they are
nonetheless intriguing and exciting. Here is a flavour of
what is to come: What is the solution to the Ship of
Theseus? Terraforming of Mars, How crime is depicted in
the media, Politics with a possible link to feminism and/or
young people, The influence of Japanese media on UK
culture, Writing a dystopian novello, The effect of pressure
on people in sport, Can the poverty gap be closed? We are
looking forward to seeing all of these projects, and more,
develop and be realised!
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SPORTS DAY
Sports Day - 14th July 2021
Sports Day 2021 was amazing, everything came together to make for an awesome event. The day was mass participation
at it’s best, hundreds of competitors all working hard to achieve their best in the athletic events, spectators cheering on
their Houses, and to top it off the sun was shining!
It was so nice to get the whole school involved in Sports Day, especially after last year’s event being cancelled. There
was so much positive energy in the day, the enjoyment and smiles were all around.
The morning was split into year group sessions, focusing on the track events of 1500m, 800m, 400m and 200m, and the
field events of discus, shot, javelin and long jump.

The afternoon saw the whole school attend in their year groups to compete in the 100m sprints and the 4 x 100m relay.
A crowd favourite was the staff House relay that was full of thrills and spills.
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SPORTS DAY
Holyrood’s ethos was evident throughout Sports Day:
Work hard, Be kind, Join in.
School Records
A number of school records were broken!
Millie Stoneman - Y9 Girls 400m. 1.10s

Notable Performers

Isaac Henley - Y10 Boys Javelin (700g). 34.23m

Results

Hatty Souttar Stone - Y8 Girls Javelin - 29.78m

Theo Handscomb - Y8 Boys 100m - 12.76s
Finlay Downes - Y9 Boys 1500m - 4.50s
Rosa Baker - Y8 Girls Long Jump - 4.20m
Lola Podbery - Y10 Girls 800m - 2.50s
A massive thank you to all the staff and students who worked to
make our Sports Day such a success, especially the PE department
and the BTEC Sport students.
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P.E.
Core PE
Students have been working hard at developing and refining their skills in our summer sports programme, performing in
a selection of athletics, rounders, cricket and tennis. After a covid hit summer season last year the students have fully
embraced the opportunity to take part in summer sports.
It has been brilliant to see students' resilience to achieve their personal bests in athletics in preparation for Sports Day!

BTEC Sport Level 2
Well done to the Year 10 BTEC students who have completed their mock exams! Also a special mention to all the
BTEC Sport students and Sports Prefects that helped run Sports Day, thank you for your hard work.

BTEC Sport Level 3
The Year 12 BTEC Sport students have completed their mock exams and mini assessments as well as assignments for
this academic year. The students have worked extremely hard all year and should be very proud of their achievements.
They have also been spending time working on their personal fitness in the Lifestyle Fitness suite. Here are some of the
group participating in a body pump class and others working out in the gym!
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P.E.
Double Champions
Our U13 and U15 girls cricket teams were crowned Somerset C2S winners. All were superb.

Marcie Russell, Rose Davies, Olivia James, Amber Griffiths,
Cally Margetts, Bea Lees, Alice Allen, Rosa Baker

Ruby Hobbs, Liffy Crouch, Charlotte Lamb, Cynthia Guest, Meg
Turnbull, Millie Stoneman, Holly Griffiths, Phoebe Grinter

Javelin
Congratulations to Y10 student Savannah Lamb who was selected to represent
Somerset at Javelin at the English Schools Athletics Championships in Manchester on
10th July.
She finished in the top 15 in the country and will get to have another go next year!

Holyrood Record Breakers
Y10 student Savannah Lamb broke the Javelin record set in 1987 with a
massive throw of 36.04m.
Y9 superstar Finlay Downes has shaved 10s off a 37-year old 1500m record
with an astonishing 4m34s run.
Y10 student Lola Podbery smashed a 30 year old school record in the 800m
with a time of 2m31s.
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P.E.
County Athletics Championships
Our athletes excelled themselves on the track at Millfield in the County Championships with some outstanding
performances, including PB’s and school records!

Y9 Boys Football were unbeaten this season. Captained by Charlie Bevan, top scorer Finlay Downes.

Keiran Winkler, Charlie Priddle, Haydn Otterbeck, Cian Brown, Charlie Bevan, George Chappell, Finlay
Downes, Harrison Larcombe, Keegan Hounsell, Max Churchill, Sam Davies, Tomas Ferreira, Sam Gummer

Thursday Tennis Club
An amazing bubble-safe after school club across the
whole school!
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P.E.
Extra Curricular Sport
This half term we have been running after school clubs and fixtures against local schools in athletics, cricket, football and
rounders. You can see by the students’ smiling faces that they have thoroughly enjoyed themselves! The positive
attitudes and performances made all their PE teachers very proud!

U14 Boys Cricket

U13 Boys Cricket | County Runners-up

Y10 Girls Rounders
Y9 Girls Football

Next Year:

We are planning for a full programme of after school clubs next year,
the main sports in the Autumn term being hockey & rugby.
Follow us on Social Media and the school website for details.
Instagram holyrood_sport

Twitter @HolyroodSport

Y7 Boys Cricket
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P.E.

Y8 Girls Rounders

Y9 Girls Rounders | Unbeaten Season

Y7 Girls Rounders

Y9 Boys Cricket

Y7 Girls Football

Y8 Girls Football
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P.E.
Pingpongathon
Well done to all staff and students who have taken part in the pinpongathon knock out that has been playing all term.
Students have arrived every lunchtime to play increasingly serious games. The winners are:
Year 7: Jack Bradbury and Micaela Pereira
Year 9: Cody Weller and Ruby Hobbs
Year 10: Leon Gage Wilkes
In the staff Pingpongathon Semi Finals, Mr Barker narrowly beat Mr Reid to reach the final! At time of going to print the
staff were yet to complete their final.

Outside School - Horse Riding
Sydney Kedge and Millie
Stoneman came away from the
NSEA One Day Event at Moreton
with a 1st and 3rd respectively.
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P.E.
Outside School - Archery

Outside School - Golf

Y10 student Hannah Wells
came second in the Head to
Head @archerygb Recurve
Competition held at Lilleshall.

Y8 student Aston Coogan-Bourke
won the Junior Open for his club,
Burnham & Berrow.

Hannah pictured here with
Olympic archer Bryony
Pitman!

Outside School - Bowls

Outside School - Handball
Y10 student Oli Collins
has been selected for
Somerset Senior Men’s
Middleton Cup Squad.

Outside School - Handball

Well done to Y10
students Max Clayton,
Harvi Gardiner and
Isaac Henley who
represented the
Southwest at Handball.

Outside School - Cricket
Y7 student Wil Vickery
has been selected for the
Somerset U13 cricket
squad.

A request for your sporting news and achievements!
Y11 student Heidi Warren
represented @britishhandball U17.

All Students - Please send a photo and a paragraph explaining
your sporting achievement to the PE department:
rbarker@educ.somerset.gov.uk
We will then post them to inspire others.
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Health & Social Care

Social Media Volunteers

Year 13 students worked tremendously hard on their
coursework to complete Units 8 and 11. Fabulous
predicted results all round. A special mention for Aallyah
Culverwell for amazing improvement throughout the
course and for her predicted double Distinction*, what an
achievement and success. Myself and Mrs Thorne wish them
all well for their next chapter.

Social Media volunteers for Ilminster Ladies Football Club!
We were contacted by Craig
Stuckey who is the first team
manager for Ilminster Town Ladies
FC to help them with their social
media. We were delighted that we
had two Year 12 students who
were willing to help and put their
expertise to support the club.
Megan Churchill and Emily
Smith took the Zoom call and have agreed to support the
football team with their social media coverage and also to
try and get more followers. We are very proud of these
talented young ladies who are an asset to the school.

Year 12s have worked particularly hard in lessons and
independently for their exam unit and mini-assessements
for Unit 1. A special mention to Chloe Sochon for her
high level of commitment to the course. Unit 5 is now
complete, wow what a unit. Well done to all of you for
completing the 7 essays for this unit and your grade that
you have achieved.
Year 11s enjoyed a celebration session for all of their hard
work for the last 3 years. They were all awarded a little
Miss/Mr Men certificate that was individualised and enjoyed
hot chocolates, cream, marshmallows and snacks.
Year 10s have spent the last half term preparing for their
exam and their 3 mini assessments. They also have the
Communication and First Aid units complete. This puts
them in a fantastic position upon entering Year 11 with just
one unit left to complete (Creative Activities). They have
also enjoyed preparing their 1-1 communication activities
for the Reception children at Redstart Primary School.

@MediaHolyrood

Teen Gym

holyrooddigitalmedia

Return to School
from Tuesday 7th September 2021
Year 7 and Year 12
from Wednesday 8th September 2021
Year 11 and Year 13

TEEN GYM MEMBERSHIP AT LIFESTYLE FITNESS
Teen Gym membership is back!! (beginning 26th July).

from Friday 10th September 2021
Year 9

Open to all Holyrood students from Year 7 upwards.
Mon to Fri 3.30pm - 4.30pm.
£9.99 per month (payable by Direct Debit).

from Monday 13th September 2021
Year 8 and Year 10

To join visit our website: www.lifestylefitness.co.uk
Enter promotional code TEEN
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